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CCRS/8011/20 
 
14 Sep 20 
 
All CCF Schools 
 
CCF Smallbore Team Match 2020-21 - The Staniforth Challenge Cup 
 
1. The CCF Smallbore Team Match 2020-21 (Staniforth) is a single stage match for teams of 
four on an indoor or outdoor range. Competitors will each shoot two cards, they will have unlimited 
sighters following which they must fire ten scoring shots on an NSRA ten spot target with the 
L144A1 CSBTR. 
 

a. Open to any number of teams of four from a CCF contingent. Competitors must be 
a pupil at the school and a member of the school’s CCF. Both cards to be fired by 31 Mar 
21 and received by the nominated scorer by 12 Apr 21. 
  
b. Competitors are not required to shoot both cards on the same day. 
 

2. Entries on the attached form should be sent to CCRS; teams will receive scoresheets, 
witness and scorer declarations and labels for validating targets by return. 
 
3. The match will be fired under NSRA rules with the following exceptions: 
 

a. Rifle.  The L144A1 as issued, including sights and sling. 
 
b. Ammunition. As issued. 
 
c. Dress. Uniform as allowed for the CCF Schools’ Meeting 
 

4. Targets. NSRA BM/89 targets for 15, 20, 25 yards or 25m must be used as appropriate. 
Stickers, issued by CCRS, must be affixed to the reverse of each card behind an aiming mark prior 
to the start of the shoot. 
 
5. Scoring. Cards should be returned by the Witness ungauged to CCRS for scoring.   
 
6. Concurrent Competitions. Scores achieved in the Staniforth Challenge Cup may be used 
in the Commonwealth Match B (Ffennell). 
 
 
 
 
Dafydd Marston 
CCRS Competitions Officer 
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